 The paper deals with the formation a mathematical modeling of heat transfer at the freezing well effect on the rock massif during the shaft deepening. The dynamics modeling of the temperature field around the shaft was made in the application package «ANSYS». The approximate formation time of the frozen rock massif of desired thickness, which is necessary for sinking the shaft, was determined.
is taken as υ=0.012 m/day (1) . This method is based on the analysis of the rock freezing at different sites [4] . It enables time calculation for the formation of a frozen rock massif of required thickness, in a relatively short time using empirical indicators and reliability coefficients. But with this method the calculation result may differ from the real figures, which can lead to an increase in frozen rock fencing costs and roof supports collapse. Analytical solutions and numerical modeling make it possible to get the values close to real-ones. The analytical calculation of transient heat conduction for a flat (2) and cylindrical (3) semi-infinite walls with the first order boundary conditions has been performed in the present work. (3) where: T is the time determined on the basis of the design calculations, day; t is the temperature, K; x, r are the distances from the source of cold, m; 0 t is the temperature of the cold source, K; 1 t is the environment temperature, K. Also, due to the application package ANSYS there has been created a simplified mathematical model of the rock mass ( Fig. 1 ) divided into three characteristic layers, different in their thermal properties. Finite element method makes it possible to create the possibility of analyzing material behavior in conditions that are difficult or even impossible to be monitored experimentally [5] , but there are three main issues that have to be addressed when the numerical model is created:
-The first, is generation of the material microstructure with specific grain shapes. The best way is to create digital microstructures as exact replicas of real microstructures. In this case an image of real microstructure is required, what always employs a series of experimental analysis. This procedure is becoming quite complex when 3D digital microstructures are necessary. The other solution is to use a statistically equivalent microstructures created using only numerical methods. That way a 2D and 3D digital microstructures can be obtained in a fast and efficient way.
-The second, is assignment of material properties to particular microstructure features. Usually nano-indentation tests or monocrystal deformation are used to investigate material behavior at the micro scale level.
-The third issue that influences accuracy of the results obtained from simulations is the mesh density and its topology. Limited amount of research is devoted to this subject.
These DMR are further used in numerical simulations of processing or simulation of behavior under exploitation conditions based on e.g. finite element or cellular automata methods. The more accurate the digital microstructure morphology, assigned properties and generated finite element mesh are, the more accurate and detailed the obtained results will be.
Due to the fact that the rock massif is heterogeneous, the drilling of wells is not rectilinear, so inclinometric data of wells have been used to create geometrically accurate models. This data have been obtained from the research facility and processed in the geoinformation system ArcGIS, by which the thermophysical data from the massif have been also received.
As a result of using experimental data during modeling the time length has been received for freezing soil to 6 m thickness with a source of cold (Fig. 2.) which is placed in the center of the frozen rock wall. The time required for freezing to a temperature of 0 °C equals 105 days for the model (2) and 170 days for the model (3) . The use of the computational modeling package application ANSYS has made it possible to get the value of soil freezing time of 200 days.
From the data analysis, it can be assumed that the improvement of the design model result in getting the indicators close to the design-ones. But the difference between the results of calculations, which is equal to 60 days, is large enough to rely on design calculations, as well as the mathematical modeling. In the future, it is planned to examine the structure of the rock mass in detail, its thermal and mechanical properties, speed and temperature of water inflows to more accurate determining the formation time of frozen rock massif of required thickness. Due to the fact that the rock massif is a complex composite material [6, 7] , it is planned to improve the calculation model which will take into account both a complex distribution of temperature and its impact on stress strain behavior of rocks, the reliability and durability of the lining [8] , and formation and development of cracks [9] , using the methods and approaches of the mechanics of composite materials.
